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Let’s quickly review: 
The older I get the younger I grow.  
Over the last few years I find myself going back over and over again to the great stories I heard 
in my youth. I am finding something divine in them… I find myself aligning with the authors on 
this front.  I love to dream of a better world.  
 
Have you ever noticed… 
 
The real story of humanity seeps out into almost every made-up story we tell.  From The Lord of 
the Rings, The Chronicles of Narnia, Cinderella, even Harry Potter.  There is a lost love that leads 
to a season of loneliness and scarcity. Some beautiful intervention leads the lost person on a 
journey where they find friendship and takes them back to a place of abundance and love.  
 
In our series UnFinished we have been explaining our story as humans.  
We were made in love. We have a glorious family that we lost. Someone intervened and we are 
on a journey.  We are learning to love well and have real friendships. 
 
Today I want to talk about the end of our story here. Let me pause. The end of the story that 
we are currently in, the story that shows itself in nearly every song we write, movie we make 
and novel that is written isn’t the last story, it’s just our current story. Endless adventures are 
yet to come.  
 
Everyone wants me to talk about New Creation like they learn math in school. You want the 
construct. I want to spend today talking about the nature of the constructor. I believe this will 
give you a better real understanding of what is to come.  
 
Let’s start with this: 
To describe God as a tri-unity means the universe is created, sustained, rescued and destined 
for love. 
 
1 Corinthians 13:12-13 
12 For now we see in a mirror dimly, but then face to face. Now I know in part; then I shall know fully, 
even as I have been fully known. 13 So now faith, hope, and love abide, these three; but the greatest of 
these is love.  
  
Revelation 21:1-4 
21 Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away, 
and the sea was no more. 2 And I saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from 
God, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband. 3 And I heard a loud voice from the throne saying, 



“Behold, the dwelling place of God is with man. He will dwell with them, and they will be his people, and 
God himself will be with them as their God. 4 He will wipe away every tear from their eyes, and death 
shall be no more, neither shall there be mourning, nor crying, nor pain anymore, for the former things 
have passed away.”  

 
Let's begin with the concept of heaven and earth.  
 

• Heaven and Earth are different dimensions that can overlap. (Imagine a plane. We can 
only see one side.)  

• Lots of things live in the "heaven" space. The Elohim, the divine counsel, the angels, 
cherubim, Satan and demons etc.  

• Lots of things live in the "earth" space. Things made of earth, plants, animals, and 
specifically us as humans.  

• The Bible is about the overlap of the spheres of heaven and earth. The why and the how 
are the love of God. The garden of Eden and ultimately the new kingdom are the 
crossover points.  

 
What happens when these worlds overlap for Christians?  
 

• “We will not go to nothing. We will not be just a floating consciousness. We will not 
become part of an impersonal force. Our future is a world of love.” - Timothy Keller  
 

• There is glorious satisfaction. Our deepest hunger and thirst is quenched. The sum of 
every great story isn’t only imagined, it’s actualized.  

 
Final Thoughts: 
If you watch or read great stories and something inside you longs for a better world, you know 
deep down the great narrative woven into this world is in you that is the bellow of your origin 
longing for a right destination. Don’t quiet it, awaken it!  
 
This is just the beginning.  
Most tend to think the afterlife is softer, more like a fog or dream compared to this world. This 
isn’t what the Bible teaches in 1 Corinthians 13. No, this is the soft. This is the fog. The more 
real is coming. The clearer is before us not behind.  
 
Imagine every place of beauty and love in this world. Laughing with a good friend until your 
eyes water, falling in love, holding your babies, seeing the glorious mountains on a hike and 
sitting on golden shores of a beautiful seascape.  They are mere foggy glimpses of the truer 
beauty that is coming…  
 
 
I love the way heaven is described by C.S. Lewis at the end of his book, The Last Battle. Lewis 
paints heaven primarily by what we know is most true. The nature of God.  
The world has faded away.  



 
“I have come home at last! This is my real country! I belong here. This is the land I have been 
looking for all my life, though I never knew it till now...Come further up, come further in!”  
-C.S. Lewis 
 
“All their life in this world and all their adventures had only been the cover and the title page: 
now at last they were beginning Chapter One of the Great Story which no one on earth has 
read: which goes on forever: in which every chapter is better than the one before.”  
-C.S. Lewis 
 
Where is Jesus? He is preparing this place for us and us for this place.  
 
Questions to discuss: 

1. What does the life of Christ teach us about the nature of God?  
2. What does this mean for my forever future?  

 
If you have questions for me, I would love to answer them!  
Email me at justthink@luke117.com 
I am planning on doing a video podcast addressing many of the things discussed here deeper.  
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